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The human mind is the main tool our brain uses to communicate with other people, and a lot of
work has been done to understand how it works. AI writing assistants are more than just digital
assistants that help you with what you want them to do. Some AI writing assistants even know
how to write! The "inner mind" (the part of your brain that can do things like discover
relationships, think creatively and express emotions) is the most important part in
communication. When we think about ourselves or our thoughts, we visualize what we want to
say. But when thinking of someone else, our inner voice gets lost or reduced in importance
because it is not able to show them what they need to know.



THE POWER OF THE INNER MINDByGarrett QueenerCONTENT1. THE TREASURE IS
WITHIN YOUThe secret of the years—The wondrous power of the Inner—Need for foundations
—Duality of mind—The conscious and Inner minds—Compared ways of acting—How your Inner
mind works—Summary of important ideas.2. HOW YOUR OWN MIND WORKS..Conscious and
Inner—Experiments by psychologists—Clarification of the terms subjective and objective mind—
The Inner cannot reason like your conscious mind—The tremendous power of suggestion—
Different reactions to the same suggestion—How he lost an arm—How he Suggestion May End
Fear—A Case of Memory Retrieval—How an Unpleasant Temper Was Overcome—The
Constructive and Destructive Power of Suggestion—Have You Accepted Any of These? —You
Can Counter Negative Suggestions—How Suggestion Killed a Man—Power of a Major Premise
Assumed—The Inner Doesn't Argue or Controversy—Review of previous points.3. THE
MIRACULOUS WORKING POWER OF YOUR INNERThe conscious is the book of your life—
What is imprinted in the Inner manifests itself outwardly—The Inner cures a malignant skin
disease—How the Inner controls all the functions of the body—How to make your Inner work for
you —The Inner healing principle restores atrophied optic nerves—How to get the idea of  
perfect health into your Inner mind—Review what you read in the previous chapter.4. MENTAL
HEALING IN ANCIENT TIMESBiblical accounts of the use of the powers of the Inner—Miracles
in various temples throughout the world—A universal healing principle—Enormously different
theories—Brief summary on Paracelsus—Bernheim experiments—Producing a blister by
suggestion—The cause of the stigma of blood—Review on healing points.5. MENTAL
HEALINGS TODAYUnique healing process—The precept of conviction—Prayer therapy—What
is the meaning of subjective faith—Meaning of remote treatment—Release from the dynamic
action of the Inner mind.6. PRACTICAL MENTAL HEALING TECHNIQUESThe transfer
technique to impress the Inner—The Inner accepts your plan—Art and science of true prayer—
The technique of visualization—Method of the mental cinematograph—The Baudoin technique
—The dream technique—The technique of gratitude—The affirmative method—The
argumentative method—The absolute method: Practice similar to modern ultrasonic therapy—
The paralytic who walked again—The resolutive method—Summary of the salient points.THE
TENDENCY OF THE INNER IS THE PERMANENT CONSERVATION OF THE BODYAs the
body is its faithful mental portrait—There is an intelligence that takes care of the body—The
Inner mind works incessantly for the common welfare—How man hinders the innate principle of
harmony -Why it is normal to be healthy, vigorous and strong while It's Abnormal to Be Sick—
Pott's Cure—How Belief in the Power of Your Inner Makes You a Healthy Person—Summary of
Highlights.HOW TO GET THE RESULT YOU WANTHow easy it is-A trained imagination
produces marvelous effects, see how—The law of reversal of effort—Why you get the opposite
of what you ask for—It is necessary to reconcile desire and imagination—A young man
overcame the conflict between his desire and your imagination-Summary of the salient



points.HOW TO GETPROSPERITY USING THE INNER POWERProsperity Is in Your Inner—
The Invisible Means of Support—Ideal Method for Building a Prosperous Conscience—Why
Your Prosperity Claims Fail—How to Avoid Mental Conflict—Don't Write Bad Checks—The Inner
Compounds Interest—Why nothing happens—The real source of wealth—Trying to get by on a
tight budget and its real cause—The universal stumbling block—Remove the mental block to
prosperity—Sleep and grow rich—Summary of highlights.10. YOUR RIGHT TO WEALTHMoney
as a symbol—How to get on the true path of wealth—Why you don't have more money—
Balanced living and money—Poverty is a mental illness—Why you should never criticize money
—Adopt the right mindset —How a scientific thinker views money—How to attract the money
you need—Why some don't get a raise—Difficulties and obstacles on the path to wealth—
Protect your investments—No one can get something for nothing—The constant supply of
money Summary of the most outstanding points.11.THE INNER MIND AS A SUCCESSFUL
PARTNERThe three steps to success—Success is love of work—The measure of true success
—How to realize dreams—The dream pharmacy—Use the Inner mind in daily negotiations—A
sixteen-year-old who turned failure into success— How to become a good buyer and a good
seller—If you want to sell a house or any real estate—How you succeeded in getting what you
wanted—Excellent technique used by eminent businessmen—Summary of salient points.12
SCIENTISTS AND SAGES USE THE INNER MINDHow a wise man conceived his invention—
How a famous naturalist solved his problem—How a leading doctor solved the problem of
diabetes—How a famous scientist and physicist escaped from a Russian concentration camp—
How archaeologists and paleontologists have reconstructed ancient places —How to receive
the guidance of the Inner-How the Inner revealed to him where his father's will was—The secret
of how to be guided—Summary of the most outstanding points.THE INNERNESS AND THE
WONDERS OF SLEEPWhat happens when we sleep—Prayer, a way of sleeping—Effects of
insomnia—You need more sleep—Sleep brings advice—Saved from disaster—The future is in
your Inner mind—You got paid $15,000 for a nap— A Famous Professor Solved a Problem in
His Sleep—How the Inner Worked for a Famous Writer in His Sleep—Sleep Peacefully and
Wake Up Joyful—Summary of Highlights.14 THE INNER MIND AND MARITAL
PROBLEMSThe meaning of marriage—Attracting the right partner—Don't make a third mistake
—How you broke a negative pattern—Answered your prayer—You want a divorce—Journing for
divorce—Divorce starts in your mind—The nagging wife—The sullen husband —The Big
Mistake—Don't Try to Transform Your Spouse—Pray Together and Stay United Through Prayer—
Summary of Highlights15 THE INNER MIND AND HAPPINESSYou must choose
happiness—Have you made a habit of happiness—You must want to be happy—Why choose
misfortune—If you had a million dollars would you be happy? -He discovered that happiness
was in a calm mind-The block or obstacle is not a reality -The happiest people- Summary of the
most salient points.THE INNER MIND AND HARMONIOUS HUMAN RELATIONSHIPSThe key
to succeeding in your relationships with others—And by what measure you will be measured—
News headlines can make you sick—I love men and I hate women—Your own inner talk held



you back from promotion—Come to maturity emotional—What love means in relationships With
others—Hated the public—How to deal with difficult people—Misery seeks companionship—
The practice of sympathy in relationships with others—Appeasement serves no purpose—
Summary of the salient points.HOW TO USE THE INNER MIND TO FORGIVELife always
forgives—How you eliminated your guilt—A murderer learned to forgive himself—Criticism
cannot hurt you until you consent—How to be compassionate—You left the altar without
marriage—Marriage is an evil thing; sexual life is a morbid thing, and I would be wicked, she said
— Forgiveness is necessary to cure certain illnesses—Forgiveness is love in action—The
technique of forgiveness—The acid test of forgiveness—To understand, it is necessary to
forgive-Summary of the salient points.THE INNER REMOVE MENTAL OBSTACLESHow to
break or build a habit—How to break a bad habit—The power of the mental image—Focusing
your attention—He said bad luck was after you—How much you want what you want—Why it
couldn't be cured—The explanation and the cure—refuse to admit it? —Get the idea of  
freedom—Fifty-one percent cured—The law of substitution—Cause of alcoholism—The three
magic steps—Beconstant—Summary of the most salient points.ELIMINATE FEAR USING THE
INNER MINDMan's greatest enemy—Do what you fear so much—Banned your fear—Fear of
failure—How you overcame fear—Fear of water, mountains, closed places, etc.—Key technique
to overcome any fear—Overcame your fear of the elevator —Normal and Abnormal Fear—
Abnormal Fear—The Answer to Abnormal Fear—Examine Your Fears—He Landed in the Jungle
—They Conspired Against Him—Get Rid of All Fears—Summary of Highlights.HOW TO STAY
SPIRITUALLY YOUNGYou grew old through your mental life—Age is the beginning of wisdom-
Receive change well—Evidence for survival—Life is—Mind and spirit do not age—You are as
young as you think you are—Gray hair they are a capital-Age is a capital-Whatever your age is-I
can compare myself with the best of them-The fear of old age-You have a lot to give-I was one
hundred and ten years old-Retirement, a new adventure —He graduated to a better job—It is
necessary to be a producer and not a prisoner of society—The secret of youth—Keep an
intelligent vision—Your mind does not age Your mind was active at it; ninety-nine years—We
need our venerable elders—The fruits of old age—Summary of salient points.HOW CAN THIS
BOOK DO WONDERS IN YOUR LIFEI wrote this book to demonstrate how your imagination
and thought create, shape and adapt your destiny*- During my life I have seen the wonders
achieved by many people around the world. You, too, can achieve these wonders as soon as you
learn to use the magical power of your Inner mind; for as man has thought in his Inner mind, so
will he be.DO YOU KNOW THE ANSWERS?Why is one man sad while another feels happy? .
Why is one man happy and prosperous while another is poor and miserable? . Why is one man
shy while another is full of faith and confidence? . Why does one man have a beautiful and
luxurious house while another lives a miserable existence in a slum? . Why does one man stand
out while another is a failure? . Why are there famous speakers while others are mediocre and
unpopular? . Why is one man a genius at his job while others toil and toil for a lifetime without
reward? . Why is it that one man is cured of so-called incurable diseases while others are not? .



Why are there many pious, kind and good people who suffer mental and physical torture while
many other immoral people, without religion, are seen to be healthy, happy, fun and
prosperous? . Why is a woman happy in her marriage, while her sister had a frustrated and
unhappy marriage? . Is there an answer to these problems in the way the conscious and Inner
minds work? . Yes, indeed there is!PURPOSE OF THIS BOOKMy only aspiration was to answer
and clarify not only the accumulation of previous questions, but also others of a similar nature.
You will notice that the style used in this book is the same or very similar to that found in
newspapers, weeklies, in your home or in your daily relationships. I achieved it because I
believed it was possible to explain the basic, fundamental, functional and vital laws of the mind
in its simple language, in the language that we use every day.Please study this book and apply
the suggested techniques. If he does so, I am absolutely convinced that he will obtain the
amazing power that will lift him above confusion, misery, melancholy and failures; will guide you
to your true place in life, removing difficulties, freeing you from physical-emotional slavery and
placing you on the true path that leads to freedom, happiness and peace of mind.This amazing
energetic power of the Inner mind can cure you of your ailments, turning you into a normal and
vigorous person. Learning to use this inner power will open the imprisoning door for you and you
will enter the life described as the "glorious liberation of the children of God."RELEASE OF THE
PRODIGIOUS POPERAn old saying goes: "The doctor heals wounds and God heals
them."About forty years ago I suffered from a malignant tumor, called a sarcoma in medical
terms. I was being treated by a friend doctor, suddenly it occurred to me to think that the Creative
Intelligence, the one that had forced all my organs, my body and propelled my heart, could also
cure his workmanship; on the other hand, my Inner mind developed, maintained and governed
my vital functions, then the Creative Intelligence was located in it. Based on this thought, I
applied a technique, explained in this book, and managed to cure myself of the sarcoma that
bothered me.Each and every one of us has within us this wonderful healing power,lodged in the
depths of the Inner mind. I am sure that a cure obtained according to the technique that I
indicate would be the most convincing proof of its existence, that is to say: the proof that would
help many people to be convinced of the healing power that exists within them:IF YOU
PRACTICE PRAYER WITH FAITH, YOU WILL OBTAIN WONDERSPrayer or supplication is the
harmonious interaction of the conscious and Inner minds, directed towards a specific purpose.
This book will teach you the correct way to transfer to the plane of infinite power that is within
you, enabling you to obtain what you really want from life; you want a happier life; abundant and
rich? . Start by using this amazing power, removing the obstacles and problems that present
themselves daily in your business and family relationships. Read this book multiple times; the
different chapters will show you how this wonderful power works, and how you can bring out the
hidden inspiration and wisdom that is within you. Perfect yourself in the simple technique of
impressing your Inner mind; follow the new scientific method of moving to the infinite reservoir.
Please read this book carefully. carefully and wisely; See for yourself how amazingly it can help
you. I am convinced that it will change your life.EACH AND EVERY ONE OF US PRAYSDo you



know how to pray or beg effectively? How long have you prayed as a part of your daily activities?
In an emergency, in times of danger or worry, when sick, when death is near; Do you pray for
your neighbor or for others, for yourself or for your friends? Read in the newspapers how prayers
are offered for all nations, for an invalid child, for an illness declared incurable, for the peace of
nations, for a group of miners trapped at the bottom of a sinkhole; I was surprised to note that
upon being rescued, the miners testified that while waiting to be rescued, they prayed and
prayed. A pilot friend of mine told me that he prayed while making a forced landing, succeeding.
Indeed, prayer is an ever-present help in all times of trial; but you must not wait for the test to
come before you pray, make it an integral and constructive part of your life. Dramatic answers to
prayers make big headlines in the newspapers and are subject to testimonials recounting their
effectiveness. What to say about the many modest prayers of children, the simple thanksgiving
in the daily meal, the pleas full of faith where only the personal interest pursued is
communication with the Divine? . the simple thanksgiving in the daily meal, the supplications full
of faith where only the personal interest pursued is communication with the Divine? . the simple
thanksgiving in the daily meal, the supplications full of faith where only the personal interest
pursued is communication with the Divine? .My relationship with others forced me to study the
various paths, systems and techniques of prayer. I have experienced its power in my own life and
have spoken, interviewed and worked with many people who have also turned to prayer for help.
The obstacle is in explaining and telling others how to pray or pray. People who have problems
can hardly think and act reasonably. They need a formula that makes it easy for them, a pattern
to follow, a simple and specific method.TECHNICAL CHARACTER OF THIS BOOKIts most
important characteristic is its usefulness in this world. In it you will find simple, useful techniques,
methods or formulas that are easy to apply in daily life. I have taught these simple methods to
thousands of people all over the planet; and more recently, to people of all religious affiliations
who attended a special course in Los Angeles where I presented the same techniques that I
now offer in these pages. Many of the attendees traveled more than two hundred kilometers to
hear each of the lectures.The many ways to impress the Inner mind and get the answercorrect is
the main object of this book, which will make it an extraordinary book for you and an ever-
present help in time of trial. The results obtained by him will be his testimony.From all over the
world I get the same question: "Why have I prayed and prayed and got no answer? ". In this book
you will find and be shown why it is more common to get the opposite of what is asked for and
the reasons why this happens.WHAT MAKES YOU BELIEVE?The law of believing, conviction, is
operative in all the religious philosophical systems of the world and this is the reason why they
are psychologically true.It is not the thing believed in that brings an answer to a person's prayer;
This occurs when the individual Inner mind responds to the mental image or thought of their
conscious mind. The law of life is the law of conviction, and conviction can even add up very
briefly to a thought of the mind.As a man believes, feels and is convinced of it, so is the condition
of his mind, body and circumstances.So, the Buddhist, Christian, Mohammedan, Taoist or
Hebrew, each and every one can have their prayer answered, not because they have a creed,



religion, affiliation, ritual, ceremony, formula, liturgy, incantation, sacrifice or offering of effect and
cause, and receptivity about what they pray for. A technique, a methodology based on an
understanding of what you are doing and why you are doing it, will help you to attract almost a
Inner embodiment of all the desirable things in life. Essentially, the answer to a prayer is the
fulfillment of your heart's desire.TO WISH IS TO PRAYEach and every one of us wants health,
security, peace of mind, but many fail to achieve clearly defined results. A college professor
recently admitted to me, "I know that if I change my mental blueprint and correct my emotional
life, my ulcers will never bother me again, but I don't have a system, method, discipline, process,
technique, or modus operandi to follow. My mind wanders." here and there about my many
problems, and I feel frustrated, broken and miserable. This professor had a desire for perfect
health; he needed a deep understanding of the way his mind worked that made it incapable of
fulfilling his desire. By practicing the healing methods described in this book he became
liberated, balanced and perfected.THERE IS A MIND COMMON TO ALL INDIVIDUALS
(Emerson)The amazing power of the Inner mind exists before you and I were born, before
anything existed, before any Church, before the world. The eternal truths and vital principles
precede any religion. It is that these thoughts in the mind that I suggest to you in the following
chapters remain stable in this magical, wonderful, transformative power, which brings together
physical-mental healing, demands the liberation of the untamed conscious mind and frees it
totally from the limitations of poverty, failure, misery, need and frustration. All you have to do is
link yourself mentally and emotionally with the good you wish to embody, and the creative power
of your Inner will respond accordingly. Start now, today, let wonders happen in your life. Hold on!
1. The treasure is within youWe are surrounded by infinite riches. If you open the eyes of your
mind you will be able to discover the temple of infinite treasures that are within you, where you
have a gold mine from which you can extract whatever you need for your life, abundance,
happiness and glory.Many people are asleep because they are unaware of the existence of this
gold mine endowed with infinite intelligence and love, which is within themselves.Any purpose of
yours can carry it out. A piece of magnetized steel lifts up to twelve times its own weight, but if
the magnetic power is removed from this piece it will not be able to lift even a pin. Likewise there
are two types of man: The magnetized man full of confidence and faith who knows he is born to
succeed in life. Behind him is the demagnetized man full of fears and doubts; when an
opportunity presents itself he says: "I will fail", "I will lose my money". "People will laugh at me."
This type of man will not go very far because he lives in fear of going further, he fears progress
and will stagnate where he is. Become a magnetized man and discover the master secret of the
years.THE SECRET OF THE YEARSWhat is in your opinion, the master secret of the years? Is it
the secret of atomic energy? Is it thermonuclear energy? Is it the neutron bomb? Is it
interplanetary travel? Do not; none of them. Then what is the master secret? Where can I find
him and how can I get him in touch and into action? The answer is very simple. Such a
wonderful secret is a miraculous power that works within one's Inner mind, the last place most
people look.THE WONDERFUL POWER OF THE INNERYou can fill your life with more power,



more health, more wealth, more happiness, and more joy by learning to seek out and use the
hidden power of your Inner mind.You do not need to acquire that power because you have it. But
you must learn to use it; You must learn to apply it in all the moments of your life.As you follow
the simple techniques and procedures explained in this book, you will see yourself gaining the
knowledge and understanding necessary for success.You will be able to generate a new force
inspired by a new light that will allow you to carry out your wishes and make your dreams come
true. Decide right now to make your life bigger, richer, nobler.Within the depths of the Inner there
are infinite rules of wisdom and power more than enough for a complete development. Begin
now to recognize these potentialities in the depths of your mind and they will take shape in your
inner world and in your outer world.The infinite intelligence within your Inner can reveal to you all
that is necessary, all the essential knowledge that you need to know at any given time, if you are
an open-minded and receptive person. You can receive new thoughts and ideas, which will allow
you to produce more effectively in all fields. Furthermore, the infinite intelligence in your Inner
can impart to you beautiful pieces of knowledge of an original nature. It can reveal you and open
the way to a perfect action and a real place in your life.Through the knowledge of your Inner
mind you will bring the ideal company as a complement to your emotional life as well as partners
or co-workers You will find the buyer for your house, as well as provide yourself with the
necessary money and thefinancial peace of mind to carry out your deepest desires.Nobody
prevents you from discovering this inner world of thoughts, power, light, love and beauty,
invisible, very powerful. Within your Inner mind you will find the solution for every problem and
the cause for every effect, due to the fact that you can come into actual possession of the power
necessary to progress in abundance, security, and mastery. I have seen how the power of the
Inner has improved people in a severely depressed state, making them strong people, full of
vitality, free of inhibitions, to go to the world of experience, happiness, health and the expression
of joy. There is a mysterious healing power in the Inner that can also heal the troubled mind and
the broken heart by opening the prison doors of the mind and setting them free.NEED FOR
WORK BASESConsiderable progress in any field in which we engage is impossible in the
absence of groundwork that is universal in its application. You can become a skillful person by
cooperating with the power of your Inner mind with the certainty of results proportional to your
knowledge and principles for your application whenever it is about defined specific purposes
and concrete goals that you want to obtain, without hesitating otherwise. the results will be so
satisfying.Just as chemistry and physics have their laws, the mind of man and the Inner have
theirs.If you combine hydrogen and oxygen in the proportions of two atoms of the first and one
atom of the second, the result will be water. One atom of oxygen and one atom of carbon can
produce carbon monoxide, a poisonous gas. But if you add another oxygen atom, you will
produce carbon dioxide, a harmless gas, and the same could be said for a large number of
chemical compounds. You must not think that the principles of chemistry, physics and
mathematics differ from the principles of your Inner mind.We consider these principles: "Water
seeks its level, anywhere." "Matter expands when heated." This is also true anywhere, at any



time, and under any circumstances. You can heat a piece of steel and it will expand wherever
you find it, be it China, England or India. It is a universal truth that matter expands when heated,
it is also a universal truth that whatever you put into your Inner expresses itself in space, as
condition, experience and event.Its creation is answered because the Inner mind is a principle
and by principle I consider the way things work. For example, the principle of electricity is that it
works from a higher potential to a lower potential. You do not change the principle of electricity
when you use it, but by cooperating with nature, you can produce wonderful things and
discoveries that humanity will appreciate in a thousand ways.Your Inner mind works according to
the law of faith. The faith of your mind is the law of thought. This means believing in the way your
mind works.All your experiences, events, conditions and acts are the reactions of your Inner or
your thoughts. Remember, it is not the thing you believe in, but the belief you have in your own
mind that brings the results.Do not accept false beliefs, opinions, superstitions, fears of all kinds
that are widespread in the world. Begin to believe in the eternal truths, in the truths of life that
never change. From that point forward, you will begin to move upward in your own
successes.Anyone who reads this book and applies the principles of the Inner mind explained
here will be able to practice scientifically.and with effectiveness these principles for their own
benefit and that of others, Thought is incipient action. The reaction is the response of a Inner that
responds to the nature of your thoughts. Keep your mind occupied with the concepts of
harmony.girl, health, peaceand good wishes and you will see how many great things will happen
in your life.DUALITY OF THE MINDYou only have one mind, but your mind has two different
characteristics. The line of demarcation between the two is well known. The two functions of
your mind are essentially different, but they have separate powers and different attributes.To
distinguish the two functions of your mind the following terms are used: The objective and the
subjective mind; the surface self and the deep self; the voluntary mind and the involuntary mind;
masculine and feminine and many other terms. You will find the terms "conscious" and "Inner"
used to represent the dual nature of your mind throughout this book.THE CONSCIOUS AND
INNER MINDSAn ideal way to become familiar with the two functions of your mind is to look at it
as if it were a garden; you are the gardener, who is planting seeds all day long (thoughts) in his
Inner based on his habitual thinking. Just as you sow in your Inner mind, so you can reap in the
environment around you.Begin now to carry thoughts of peace, happiness, good deeds, and
prosperity, and earnestly accept these qualities into your conscious mind, that is, your reasoning
mind. Continue sowing these wonderful seeds (thoughts) in the garden of your mind and you will
feel able to cultivate your wonderful projects, desires and plans.Every thought is a cause and a
condition, and every condition is an effect. For this reason it is essential that you take
responsibility for your thoughts in order to bring them into desirable conditions.When your mind
thinks correctly, when you understand the truth, when the thoughts deposited in your Inner are
constructive, harmonious and full of peace, the working power of your Inner will respond and
bring about harmonious conditions, pleasant surroundings around you and best of all. good
things for you. When you begin to control your mental processes, you will be able to apply the



powers of your Inner to any problem or difficulty. In other words, you will be consciously
cooperating with the infinite and omnipotent power that governs all things.Look where you want,
in the area where you liveand you will notice that the vast majority of humanity lives without
realizing that they belong to this world. The brighter aman, the more intensely interested he is in
the world around him. Remember, it is the inner world, so called the world of his thoughts and his
feelings, that makes the world around, that creates the outer world. Thus it is only through an
inner creative power that outer things are forged, and everything we see on the outside is the
product of this inner life.Knowledge of the interaction of the conscious mind with the
unconscious will prepare us to transform the whole of life. To change external conditions you
must remove the cause. But when most men try to change something, only external conditions
and circumstances change. To remove discord, confusion, lack, and limitations, the cause must
be removed, and the cause is how you are using your conscious mind. In other words, the way
you are Thinking and drawing that world in your own mind.You are living in an unfathomable sea
of   infinite riches. Your Inner is very sensitive to your thoughts. They form the mold or matrix
through which the infinite intelligence, wisdom and life forces and energies of your Inner flow.
The practical application of the laws of your mind is illustrated in every chapter of this book and
will cause you to experience abundance instead of discord, faith, success and trust.instead of
fear, in short a liberation from the law of averages.Most scientists, artists, poets, singers, writers,
and inventors have a deep understanding of the workings of the conscious and unconscious
mind. Carusso, the great tenor of the song was the victim of an intense panic. He said that his
throat had become paralyzed due to spasms caused by intense fear that had caused a
constriction of the throat muscles. Once he submitted to the possibility of singing, he entered his
panic episode characterized by profuse sweating, which made him embarrassed, plunged into
an episode of fear and trepidation every time he had to go on stage. Carusso said "they are
going to laugh at me, I can't sing". He shouted in the presence of those around him at the
moment of leaving, and he said: "My little me wants to strangle my big me",The Inner responded
by letting out the life forces within it. When he was called on stage he emerged victorious before
the audience and sang gloriously and majestically,WAYS OF ACTING COMPAREDYou will
notice the great difference after reading the following considerations: the conscious mind is like
the captain who directs his ship, giving orders to the men in charge of the machines and to those
in charge of controlling the instruments for the proper functioning of the ship. The technicians
and servers located in the engine room follow the orders of their captain without knowing where
they are going. They would hit the rocks if the captain gave the wrong orders.The men who are
taking care of the engines obey; they are under your orders automatically put into action. Crew
members don't argue with the captain; They just follow orders.The captain is the leader of his
ship, everything is obeyed without question.Now you will get a clearer idea when I tell you that
your conscious mind is the captain of your ship, that is, your body and all its problems, issues
and conflicts. Your Inner mind receives the commands and your conscious mind believes and
accepts them as true.When you say repeatedly: I can't buy it, your Inner mind takes your word



for it, not being able to buy what you are not sure about buying. If in addition, he says, I can't buy
this car, I can't buy that house, I can't make that trip to Europe, his Inner mind will follow his
orders, allowing him to live his life even if all those things are missing.Your Inner mind works 24
hours a day making provisions for your benefit, spilling, accumulating, depositing the fruit of your
daily thought.HOW YOUR INNER MIND WORKSA woman wrote me the following: I am a 75
year old widow; living alone, she listened to her lecture on the powers of the Inner mind. As you
affirm that goals and plans can be brought to the Inner mind thanks to repetition, faith and hope,
I put it into practice for several days repeating myself frequently with sincerity and intense
desire:"I am an attractive person. I am happy, married to a man of great spiritual value; I feel
safe."I repeated it for two weeks, many times daily, until one day, in a pharmacy, I was introduced
to a retired pharmacist. I found him kind, understanding, a man of firm religious convictions. He
was the perfect answer to my wishes. A few weeks later he proposed to me and now we meet
during our honeymoon in Europe. I am convinced that the intelligence inside my Inner mind
made the two of us meet."This woman discovered the unknown treasures hidden within her. The
strength ofsincere feelings in his heart and his steadfastness penetrated the Inner mind which is
the creative medium: as soon as his faith, his sincerity, his intense desire was gathered, it was
transported to his Inner mind which gave him the answer through the laws of attraction.You will
get your wishes that you are sure to want and that which is true, honest, just, full of love; always
thinking of things full of virtues.SUMMARY OF IMPORTANT IDEAS TO REMEMBERone.The
treasure house is within you. Look within and you will find an answer to your heart's
desires.two.Your Inner mind has the answers to all problems. If you suggest to your Inner before
going to sleep: "I want to wake up at 6 in the morning", you will wake up at exactly that time. I
have repeated this in several of my books and I insist on it for the efficiency of its
application.3.The great secret of famous men of all ages was their ability to get in touch with the
powers of their Inner mind, releasing them. You can do the same thing they did, with faith, with
tenacity, convinced of their firm intentions.Four.The Inner mind is the architect of your body and
can heal it. Keep ideas of perfect health and transmit it to your Inner before going to bed.Give fair
and reasonable orders like a servant and you will be obeyed.5.Every thought is a cause and
every condition is an effect.6.If you want to write a book, give a better speech to your audience,
you can be convinced that your Inner mind will respond favorably to you.7.You are like the
captain of the ship, giving correct orders (thoughts and images) to your Inner mind that controls
and governs all your decisions and actions.8.Never use the terms "I can't do it", "I can't buy it".
His Inner mind will literally comply and prevent him from doing it.You must say: "I can do all
things through the power of my Inner mind", the results will not be long in coming.The law of life
is the law of believing in something. A belief is a thought in your mind; don't think things are
going to hurt you. Believe in The Power of the Inner Mind to heal, inspire, strengthen and
prosper. As your faith increases, the results will increase as well.Change your thoughts, and you
will change your destiny.2. How your own mind worksYou have your own mind and you must
know how to use it. There are two levels to your mind - the conscious or rational and the Inner or



irrational. You think with your conscious mind, and everything you habitually think about falls to
the bottom, into your Inner mind; it is the seat of his emotions and at the same time, the creative
mind. If you think goodness, goodness will follow you; if you think wrong, evil will follow you. This
is the mechanism, the way your mind works.As soon as the Inner mind accepts the idea, it
begins to execute it. Interesting and subtle truth is that the law of the Inner can work the same
way for good or bad ideas. When this law is applied in a negative way, it is a cause of frustration
and unhappiness. When habitual thinking is harmonious, constructive, health, prosperity and
success are experienced in perfect balance.Peace of mind and a healthy body are the results
when you think and feel right. But it is necessary that your Inner mind accepts your idea, that the
law of your own Inner will bring health, peace and the desired position. You give the order and
your Inner will faithfully reproduce this idea.Your mind has its own law and it is this: You will get a
reaction or response from your Inner according to the nature of the thoughts or idea that you
have in your conscious mind.Psychologists and psychiatrists note that as thoughts are attracted
by the conscious mind, they remain imprinted, fixed in the cells of the brain. As soon as your
Inner mind accepts an idea, it works by brainstorming and uses every piece of information you
have ever gathered in your life to accomplish your purposes, using the infinite power of energy
that exists within yourself.He puts in line all the laws of nature so that his wish comes true.
Sometimes she appears as the bearer of immediate solutions in the face of enormous
difficulties, but other times she seems to have difficulties and it takes many days, weeks and
even months.CONSCIOUS AND INNERRemember that it is not about two minds. They are
simply two spheres of activity within one mind. Your conscious mind is the reasoning mind. It is
the phase of the mind that is responsible for choosing; you make all your decisions with your
conscious mind.Your Inner mind accepts what is imprinted on it or what your conscious mind
believes: it does not reason like your conscious mind and does not argue with you in a
controversial manner. Your Inner mind is like the earth that accepts any kind of seed whether
good or bad. Your thoughts are active and can thrive as seeds. But they can also be destructive
thoughts operating negatively in your Inner mind that will eventually turn into unpleasant, sad, or
disastrous outward acts.Your Inner mind doesn't discuss whether your thoughts are good or
bad, true or false; he merely responds according to the nature of his thoughts or suggestions.
For example, if you are firmly believing that something is true, even though it is false, your Inner
mind will accept it as true and proceed to obtain results, which will necessarily come because
your Inner accepted them as true.EXPERIMENTS DONE BY PSYCHOLOGISTSInnumerable
demonstrations made by psychologists on people in a hypnotic state have proven that the Inner
is incapable of selecting and making necessary comparisons in the reasoning process,
repeatedly demonstrating that the Inner mind will accept any suggestion even if it is false. From
the moment it accepts it, it will respond. fromaccording to the nature of the suggestions
given.Let's illustrate the responsibility of your Inner mind before suggestion: If a hypnotist
suggests to one of his subjects that he is Napoleon Bonaparte, or a dog, or a cat, the hypnotized
will act in that way with inimitable accuracy. His personality will change for the duration of the test



and he will believe and obey whatever the hypnotist is telling him.An experienced hypnotist may
suggest to one of his hypnotized students that his back itches, and to another that his nose is
bleeding; to another that he is a marble statue, to another that he is frozen at sub-zero
temperature. Each one of them will follow the line of the particular suggestion, totally ignoring
everything that surrounds him and that has nothing to do with the symptoms and gestures under
which he has been hypnotized.These simple observations clearly demonstrate the difference
between the conscious and the unconscious which is impersonal, non-selective and accepts as
true its conscious, what the conscious mind believes to be true. That is why it is so important to
select the thoughts, ideas and premises that can heal you or inspire you to fill you with success
and happiness.CLARIFICATION OF THE TERMS SUBJECTIVE MIND AND OBJECTIVE
MINDYour conscious mind is sometimes referred to as your objective mind, because it is the one
that has to deal with objects on the outside. The objective mind takes recognition of the objective
world. A lookout is your five senses. Your objective mind is your guide and direction in contact
with your environment. You gain knowledge through the five senses. Your objective mind learns
through observation, experience, and education. As 6e had told you initially, the main function of
the objective mind is to reason.Suppose you are one of the thousands of tourists who come to
Los Angeles annually: you will come to the conclusion that it is a beautiful city, because of its
parks, beautiful gardens, majestic buildings and beautiful houses. This is the goal of your mind,
the work of your objective mind.Your Inner mind is often like your subjective mind. Your
subjective mind takes in recognition of your environment by means independent of the five
senses. Your subjective mind perceives by intuition. It is the seat of your emotions and the
storehouse of your memory. Your subjective mind uses its highest functions when your objective
senses are on the alert. In a word, it is this intelligence that makes it manifest when the objective
mind is suspended or in a dormant state.Your subjective mind "sees" without the use of the eyes
through the inner vision that we all possess. He has clairvoyant ability. Your subjective mind can
leave your body and travel to distant lands and bring back information that is sometimes more
accurate and truer in character. Through your subjective mind you can read the thoughts of
others. Has the ability to pick up thoughts from others without the use of subjective means of
communication. It is of the utmost importance that we understand the interaction of the objective
and subjective minds in order to learn the truth of this art.
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